April 16, 2020
Hi Everyone!
I’ve heard from several parents that they’ve noticed their children have returned to
behaviors that they thought they had grown out of; been extremely temperamental
and prone to mood swings; and having issues with sleep. I can attest to these
regressions. My daughter has some anxiety issues, one of which manifests as
holding onto the hem of her shirt. Over the course of this school year, that activity
had nearly vanished. Until the pandemic. Likewise, she had become fantastic at
sleeping alone, all night, in her bed. Until the pandemic. Now it has been over a
month of disrupted sleep with my wife or I with her all night.
On her Aha! Parenting blog, Dr. Laura Markham recently posted a piece
about regressive behaviors as a result of the pandemic. Likewise, in her article for
New York Times Parenting, “Why is My Big Kid Acting Like a Toddler?,” Jessica
Grose lists numerous types of regressions. I’ve noticed several of these regressions
in my own daughter’s behaviors. That these regressions are indicators of the
disruption to your child and an increase in their anxiety, worry and stress is all the
more reason that we, as caregivers, need to focus on providing love, attention and
empathy to our children during these trying times. Markham and Grose both suggest
some great responses on how to help your child cope, as well as resources for more
information. I do hope, as Dr. Markham suggests, that these regressions are only
short-term and that the long-lasting impact of this crisis is in social change, not on
our children’s well-being.
How are your children handling this stressful situation? I mentioned last week that
information would be forthcoming about the Library’s initiative to collect the
community's experience of the COVID-19 pandemic in White Plains. Documenting
COVID-19: White Plains Experiences is looking for your stories and reﬂections on
what life has been like over the past few months. You can share text, images, video,

art, and other media that documents your life during COVID-19. Ito understand what
growing up during the crisis is like, but also as a way for them to express their
feelings during this time. Please, also consider submitting entries for poems and
comics with our writing prompts.
I hope to hear from you soon.
Take care,
Josh Carlson
Manager of Youth Services
jcarlson@whiteplainslibrary.org
P.S. Check out the World’s Largest Rolling Ball
Sculpture at the Hong Kong Science Museum!

DIY Masks & FAQ
Over the past few weeks, recommendations on
the use of fabric masks have evolved rapidly. At
ﬁrst, there was skepticism that homemade
alternatives were effective. However, since the
recommendation from the Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC) that everyone
should wear a fabric face cover in public, I’ve
seen an explosion of mask-making information online. With Governor Cuomo's new
decree requiring everyone to cover their mouths and nose in public, we will likely see
even more. Sorting through the sheer number of patterns, and the contradicting
information about the effectiveness of various ﬁlter materials, has been
overwhelming and even paralyzing. With the understanding that any mask is better
than none, Edge Librarian Kathlyn Carroll curated a few resources on our website
that will hopefully help keep information overload at bay.

Safe at Home Staff Picks 4

An abundance of online opportunities for fun and learning at home.

Daddy-Daughter Storytime
This week's books:
The Word Collector
Juno Valentine and the Fantastic Fashion
Adventure

Ramadan

Here are some books for you and your family to
celebrate and learn more about Ramadan.

Virtual Storytimes from Trove Librarians

View a recording of Trove storytimes.

Local Food Pantries

Find an updated list of local food pantries that are
still open on our website here.

April is:
National Poetry Month—Take part in writing
poetry all month long with some of our Poetry
Prompts and read some great poetry online.
Autism Acceptance and Awareness Month—
eBook recommendations for three age groups.

Articles Around the Web

What Parents Need to Know About Coronavirus. Collected NYT articles covering
every aspect of parenting, working from home, and
child raising during the pandemic.
Growing Up NYC’s Fun at Home – ﬁlled with a
variety of great content.
Families Adjust to Life at Home During
Coronavirus.
“I can’t believe I am going to say this, but I would rather be at school.”
Organizing the Books in Your Home, Part 3: Understanding Young Children’s
Books.
Answering Kids Questions About the Coronavirus, in Free Picture Books.

Photo of The Week

Left: Josh Carlson, Manager
of Youth Services. Day
"whoknowsanymore" of my
working from home mohawk.
At least the sides are all neat
this week. #WFH
#WFHMohawk
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